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Best-selling author of The One-Minute Manager, Ken Blanchard, along with Phil Hodges, reveals

the meaning of servant leadership modeled after Jesus Christ. Based on Blanchard's and Hodges'

Faith Walk seminars, business leaders come to realize that teams are more powerful than the sum

of the individuals and to recognize their people as appreciating assets. Servant Leader summarizes

the Four Dimensions of Leadership: the head (leadership assumptions and methods) the hands

(application and leadership behavior) the heart (edging God out) the habits (solitude, prayer, study

of scripture, unconditional love, etc.) The thousands who have attended his seminars witnessed the

transforming power of this unconventional approach. Readers seeking to grow as leaders and

business executives will find Servant Leader nothing short of life-changing.
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In this slim volume of 125 pages, the authors manage to distill their thoughts about servant

leadership and situational leadership.The format and presentation of the book is pleasant and

allows room for reflection."Another way to tell a self-serving leader from a servant leader is how they

approach succession planning". p.18An interesting statement as it serves as a test to differentiate a

self-serving leader from a servant leadership. The authors were correct to use this as most

self-serving leaders will never let go as it is so closely linked to their ego."The journey of life is to

move from a self-serving heart to a serving heart. You finally become an adult when you realize that

life is about what you give, rather than what you get." p.22An indirect reference to 1 Corinthians 13



where the apostle Paul writes about love. He wrote that as a child, we think like a child but when we

are grown, we give up childish things."What is your leadership EGO? EGO- Edging God Out or

Exalting God Alone " p.26An interesting play on the word EGO."How to start Exalting God Only:*

Embrace an external perspective of the here and now in light of the then and there.* Seek to lead

for a higher purpose-beyond success, beyond significance-to obedience and surrendered sacrifice.*

Scrupulously assess my level of trust and surrender to what I believe about God, His Kingdom and

His claim on my life and leadership." P.40"Follow The Twelve Steps to Faithwalk Leadership with

others in accountability relationship over time.1.
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